19th January 2018

Across
1 Distinctive time
6 Ma, e.g.
13 Ford midsize car
16 Whimper
19 Ohio city
20 Property seller
21 “Bingo!”
22 Gardener’s tool
23 Sandra Boynton’s farm animals tale
25 Feline talk
26 Dentists’ gp.
27 Put to the proof
28 Lean
30 Raw minerals
31 Linemen
34 Russian villa
39 Tropical cuckoo
40 Stain
41 Tango
42 French ruling family, 1328–1589
43 Result of getting inked
45 Dr. Seuss’s feline tale

Down
1 Flow’s partner
2 -shooter
3 NHL great Bobby
4 Placed in the middle
5 Harvested fodder
6 Haul
7 Former times
8 Slangy hat
9 Field
10 Travel stop
11 Jiff
12 Very, cheri
13 Thin scale
14 Jan Brett’s winter wear tale
15 Rook’s relative
16 E.B. White’s spider tale
17 Cowboy competition
18 Passover no-no
24 Burro
29 Trellises
30 Bassoon’s kin
31 ___ instinct
32 “lick!”
33 Falstaff’s quaff
34 Mild oath
35 ___ sax
36 Saxophonist Al
37 Go at once
38 Former cigarette
42 Bottle

44 ___-speed bike
46 Loves to pieces
47 Attempted
48 Promise
50 That gal
51 Cathedral city
54 Sigur ___ (Icelandic rock group)
56 Digs
57 “___ to Joy”
58 Shéel Silverstein’s arboreal tale
59 Golf legend
60 Deane
61 Noisy ruckus
62 Rosary beads
63 Rectify
64 Buff
65 Hotelier César
66 Heretofore, of old
68 Endangered aquatic mammals
69 Madrid must-see
70 Formerly
71 “___ Morgan”
73 Unruly crew
75 OT priest
76 Yank’s foe
77 Ole Rism’s cottontail tale
78 Deli orders
80 Panhandle
81 Share
82 Express sorrow
83 1961 space chimp
85 Scout groups
87 Wahoo, e.g.
88 Starfish arm
89 Components
90 401(k) kin
91 Raleigh, e.g.
92 Gen. Arnold
94 Singer Brewer
97 Old Scratch
98 Indignant
101 H.S. course
102 Blockade
105 Pretends
106 Applications
108 Poet’s “above”
110 Psychic Geller
111 Flock father
112 Clock marking
113 Gramps. to Goethe
114 Armed force initials.
115 Soak hemp
116 “My goodness!”
117 Miscalculate
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